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OVERVIEW
Nozomi Networks is an independent provider of industrial cybersecurity software and services that was founded in 
2013. Headquartered in San Francisco, the company has received approximately $166M in venture funding, and 
its solutions have been deployed in thousands of installations worldwide. Nozomi Networks was the overall share 
leader for industrial cybersecurity software revenue in 2022.

PORTFOLIO
Nozomi Networks’ flagship offering, Vantage, is a SaaS-based platform designed to unify network visibility and 
security of all IT, OT, and IoT assets from anywhere in the world. The Vantage platform delivers cloud-based 
management and analysis of all data from networks protected by its Guardian sensors. Guardian ― first launched 
in 2016 to protect complex OT networks ― consolidates asset discovery, network visualization, vulnerability 
assessment, and risk monitoring alongside anomaly and threat detection. Nozomi Networks has since extended the 
coverage of Guardian sensors to also cover IT and IoT devices deployed on OT networks. Nozomi’s introduction of 
Nozomi Arc added an endpoint-based element to the company’s portfolio. Nozomi Networks also enables customers 
to enhance their implementations in several ways, including via subscriptions for threat and asset intelligence and 
add-ons providing functionality for smart polling and remote data collection.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
In January 2023, Nozomi Networks unveiled Nozomi Arc, an OT and IoT endpoint security sensor designed to 
automate device discovery and visibility for any network endpoint. Data collected by Arc is used to analyze threats 
and correlate user activity without straining resources or compromising critical processes. Because it can transform 
any computer on the network into a security sensor, Nozomi Arc can dramatically improve an organization’s 
overall security posture. The product’s remote deployment capabilities are especially helpful for organizations with 
distributed operations or those without the personnel or expertise to manually deploy an endpoint-based solution.

Nozomi Networks introduced OnePass in November 2022. Nozomi OnePass is a hardware- and software-as-a-service 
model allowing customers to fund the entirety of their Nozomi investment as an annual subscription. In addition to 
ensuring that customers can easily exchange or remove sensors and other components as their deployment matures, 
OnePass also helps Nozomi accelerate sales because the budgetary requirements are easier for customers to navigate.

Nozomi Networks established or expanded several strategic relationships in 2022 and early 2023. These new or 
extended relationships include those with Siemens (announced May 2022), Telefónica (June 2022), Emerson (July 
2022), and Mandiant (February 2023), among others. Nozomi Networks also announced the addition of nine new 
MSSP partners in August 2022. Nozomi’s focus on expanding its vast partner network will remain among its primary 
success factors moving forward. 

OUTLOOK
Nozomi Networks’ ability to continually introduce new and innovative solutions such as Vantage, OnePass, and Arc 
has been a critical differentiator in the company’s prolonged battle against Claroty, Dragos, and other challengers. 
With this market still relatively young and thus likely to remain extremely dynamic for the foreseeable future, Nozomi 
Networks must continue building on these innovations to protect its market share.

This vendor profile is an extract from the VDC report, “2023 Industrial Cybersecurity Software & Services.” For full details on the report, please 
visit the landing page on vdcresearch.com here.

https://www.vdcresearch.com/Coverage/IAS/reports/23-Industrial-Cybersecurity.html
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